
FILLER
NICARAGUA SECO / VISO

BINDERS
2 X SELECTED CIGARKINGS®

WRAPPERS
HBN ECUADOR SUN GROWN

ODER
HBN ECUADOR MADURO

ENTUBADO
ROLLING PROCEDURE

SPECIAL
CIGARKINGS

PHILOSOPHY
CIGARKINGS

BLEND
CIGARKINGS

The oldest, most labor intensive, but best method for “bunching” cigars is the “entubar” 
method. This process involves rolling up to eight separate tubes of fi ller tobacco each 
forming a separate channel for smoke to pass through.
Then, these tubes, which resemble swizzle sticks, are tightly rolled within the binder 
and wrapper. The creation of these many “smoke channels” allows the roller to draw 
the binder and wrapper much tighter around the bunch than would be possible with the 
standard Book Filler method. The entubar method creates an incredibly dense, slow 
burning cigar that draws incredibly easy, and captures all of the blends optimal fl avors.

Only a handful of top manufacturers employ this style.

VITOLAS
CORONA 44x5-3/8
ELEGANTES 46x5,5 

ROBUSTO 50x5
TORO 52x6

CIGARKINGS®

SINCE 2016

NICARAGUA
BEAUTIFUL FILLER TASTE

ECUADOR
 EXZELLENT WRAPPER TOBACCO

The CigarKings brand is a success-oriented, modern brand with an extraordinary blend, 
that reaches also a young target group.

The cigars, designed by the manager with minimalist design, excite beginners as well 
as afi cionados by their unique taste.

Therefore, the range has been expanded from two to eight cigars.

More informations at cigarkings.de

CIGARKINGS GMBH
KONTAKT@CIGARKINGS.DE

DROSSELWEG 15
D - 81827 MUNICH

TRADE BY CIGARKINGS GMBH & CO. KG
KONTAKT@CIGARKINGS.DE

DROSSELWEG 15
D - 81827 MUNICH

Handmade cigars with passion in Esteli, Nicaragua. CigarKings is a registrate Trademark
from the CigarKings GmbH. Import and distribution via trade by CigarKings GmbH & Co. KG



ROBUSTO
SUN GROWN / MADURO

CORONA
SUN GROWN / MADURO

44x5-3/850x5

SUN GROWNSUN GROWN MADUROMADURO

TORO
SUN GROWN / MADURO

52x6

SUN GROWN MADURO

ELEGANTES
SUN GROWN / MADURO

46x5,5

SUN GROWN MADURO

PACKAGING

The specifi cs of our cigars are that all vitolas are rolled in the Entubardo style (More information on page 1), have two binders (even the thinner vitolas), which we call Selected CigarKings®, each cigar goes through several quality tests and 72 hours 
shock is frosting before the Import.

Packaging units: 12 cigars in a wooden crate box (without cellophane) or 24 cigars in a bundle (with cellophane).

Sizes in cm: Robusto 1,97 x 12,70 ring gauge: 50, Corona 1,74 x 13,65 ring gauge: 44, Toro 2,06 x 13,65 ring gauge: 52, Elegantes 1,83 x13,97 ring gauge: 46

Handmade cigars with passion in Esteli, Nicaragua. CigarKings is a registrate Trademark from the CigarKings GmbH. Import and distribution via trade by CigarKings GmbH & Co. KG


